Abstract. In this paper, we present some results on the equivalence between SQL queries and relation calculus expressions. These results are used to translate SQL queries into equivalent expressions of relational algebra.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stefano Ceri and Georg Gottlob, in [1] presented a translator from a subset of SQL queries into relational algebra. We have extended the results in [1] for subqueries with GROUP BY clause which can be nested at any level of a SQL query, and some extensions to condition of HAVING clause. This work is a basis step for this translation. In this paper, we have proved some results on the equivalence between SQL query and relational calculus expression.
BASIS KNOWLEDGE 1. Relational calculus A relational calculus expression is of the form {t( (components)

ItP(t)}, where
• t is a tuple variable;
• components is a list of components of the form:
+ Ai -is an attribute, + R.Ai -R is a relation name, Ai is an attribute of R; • tP(t) is a formula building from the atoms and collection of logical operators.
In order to use aggregate function in relational calculus, we extended the components to accept the form Fi [Ai] , where Fi is a function and Ai is an attribute, and other extensions to the atoms of formula tP of some types such that: Fi [Aj] 
The SELECT clause indicates attributes and functions are selected. The asterisk denote for all attributes of (relation_list).
The FROM clause indicates relations used for query.
Note: Every SQL query must have at least the SELECT clause and the FROM clause.
The WHERE clause indicates condition used to select tuples, only select tuples that satisfying the condition.
The GROUP BY clause indicates attributes, those used to group the tuples. • attr(list of relations) is the set of the attributes in the attributes schema of the specified relations.
• attr(relational expressions) is the set of attributes occurring in the results produced by the evaluation of a relational expression.
• rels(list of attributes) is the set of relations having the specified attributes.
• rels(relational expression) is the set of the relations, whose attributes appear in the relational expression.
• extrattr (predicate) is the set of attributes which appear in the predicate.
• extrels(predioote) is the set of relations whose attributes appear in the predicate.
• meaning(Q) is the relation results of query Q. (Fig. 1) .
Definition 1. Let Q be a SQL query and E be a relational calculus expression, we say that Q is equivalent to E iff the results of Q and E are the same when we substitute the same relations for identical name in the two expressions.
When Q is equivalent to E, we say that Eis Q expressed in relational calculus and denoted Q = E.
Definition 2. Let Q, Q' be SQL queries. We say that Q is equivalent to Q', denoted Q = Q', iff when we substitute the same relations for identical name in the two expressions, we get the same result.
We have Q = Q' {:> meaning(Q) = meaning(Q').
The top level query
Let Q be a SQL query of the form:
Based on the meaning of Q, we have:
'(R(t') t\ t(Q.(selector).(attrs))
= t'(Q.(selector).(attrs)) t\ F(t') t\ '<Ir(R(r) t\ (r(Q.(gb_attr))
where
We rewrite equation (1):
3. The subquery
The sub queries may be used in conjunction with the IN, ALL, EXISTS, ... operators.
Example.
Find the name of suppliers, those do not supply product Pl .
Q= SELECT SNAME FROM S WHERE "PI" NOT IN (SELECT PCODE FROM SP WHERE SCODE=S.SCODE)
We consider the subquery:
1) The sub query Q' is dependent on S.SCODE of S.
2) To have meaning (Q), we need to have meaning (Q').
Definition 3 (External relation, External attribute of subquery).
Let Q be a sub query, R be a relation, if there exists attribute(s) of R appear in Q, but R not in Q.(relation_list) then R is called external relation of Q.
Every attribute of Q's external relation is called external attribute of Q.
The set of all external attributes of Q is denoted by Other(Q).
Definition 4 (The relation result of subquery).
Let Q be a sub query, Other(Q) is set of all external attributes of Q. S = car(rels(other(Q))). For each sE S, Q(s) is a sub query, it is obtained by replace each attribute Ai E Other(Q) by S(Ai). Let R. = meaning(Q(s))
. By equation (1), we have:
R. = {t(Q.(.'!elector)) 13t'(R:(t') t\ t(Q.(selector).(attrs))
= t'(Q.(selector).(attrs)) t\ (t(FdAj]) = FdR:j Q.(gb_attr)j Aj](t')
i = 1, ... ,k))}, where R; = {r I R(r) r
. F(r,s) t\ 'v'r'(R(r') t\ F(r',s) t\ (r(Q.(gb_attr)) = r'(Q.(gb_attr)) -+ H(r', s)))}
IV. RESULTS
Theorem 1. Let Q be a subquery of the form
SELECT (selector) FROM (relation_list) WHERE (predicate) GROUP BY (gb_ attr) HAVING (hav_ condition) then Q = {t(Q.(selector) U Other(Q))
13(PFH(p) t\ t(Q.(selector).(attrs)
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on Lemma 1, and Lemma 2.
We omit here the proof of these lemmas. (3) we have the equivalence of Q with the expression E defined by:
R. = {t(Q.(selector)) 13t'(R:(t') /\ t(Q.(selector).(attrs)))
By Lemma 1, we have -+ H(r')))}.
Q)) 13r(R*(r) 1\ t(Q.(selector).(attrs)
Theorem 2 allows to express queries with GROUP BY clause by the result of queries without GROUP BY clause.
The proof of Theorem 2 is based on the Lemma 3. As above, we omit here the proof of Lemma 
